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Primate brain evolution has involved prominent expansions of the cerebral cortex, with largest effects observed in the human lineage.
Such expansions were accompanied by fine-grained anatomical alterations, including increased cortical folding. However, the molecular
bases of evolutionary alterations in human sulcal organization are not yet well understood. Here, we integrated data from recently
completed large-scale neuroimaging genetic analyses with annotations of the human genome relevant to various periods and events
in our evolutionary history. These analyses identified single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) heritability enrichments in fetal brain
human-gained enhancer (HGE) elements for a number of sulcal structures, including the central sulcus, which is implicated in human
hand dexterity. We zeroed in on a genomic region that harbors DNA variants associated with left central sulcus shape, an HGE element,
and genetic loci involved in neurogenesis including ZIC4, to illustrate the value of this approach for probing the complex factors
contributing to human sulcal evolution.
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Introduction
The evolution of mammals led to considerable interspecific diver-
sity in neuroanatomy, including substantial cortical expansions
in the primate order (Herculano-Houzel 2011). These expansions
were accompanied by an array of changes at different anatom-
ical levels, such as the emergence of primate-specific cell types
(Schmitz et al. 2022), overall increases in cortical surface area
(Van Essen et al. 2018), and reorganizations of gyral and sulcal
morphology (Amiez et al. 2023). As humans have the highest
gyrification index among primates (Mota and Herculano-Houzel
2015), the gyral and sulcal organization of the human cortex
stands out as a trait of particular evolutionary interest, with
potential relevance for aspects of cognition and behavior (Amiez
et al. 2018; Willbrand et al. 2022). Although the anatomical basis
of sulcal morphology in primates is rather well studied (Ronan
and Fletcher 2015), we are only just beginning to gain insights into
genetic pathways that contribute to overall degree of gyrification
and regional distribution and morphology of individual sulci.
Moreover, the ways in which such genetic pathways changed in
hominin evolution are poorly understood.

While comparative approaches have revealed critical differ-
ences in gyral and sulcal organization across primates (Mota and
Herculano-Houzel 2015; Amiez et al. 2019; Amiez et al. 2021),
findings are mainly limited to gross anatomical features and do
not provide insights into their biological bases. On the other hand,
much of our understanding of molecular genetic contributions
to primate brain evolution comes from in vitro neuronal

and organoid models and in silico comparative genomic and
transcriptomic studies, which have identified primate-specific
brain cell-types and human-specific molecular changes (Lodewijk
et al. 2020; Schmitz et al. 2022). Yet, such findings often require
validation in primary tissue, which is strictly limited by the
scarcity of high-quality nonhuman primate brain samples. Thus,
there remains a large gap between the comparative neuroimaging
and experimental approaches, hindering a comprehensive
understanding of human and nonhuman primate brain evolution.

Advances in large-scale neuroimaging genomics investigations
in present-day humans have lately proven useful to bridge
this gap, as they combine some aspects of neuroanatomi-
cal and molecular approaches. Datasets encompassing both
brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and single-nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) information from tens of thousands of
people, such as the UK Biobank (Elliott et al. 2018), and the
Enhancing Neuro Imaging Genetics through Meta-Analysis
(ENIGMA) Consortium (Grasby et al. 2020), have allowed the
first well-powered genome-wide association studies (GWASs) of
interindividual differences in a variety of neuroanatomical traits
including cortical surface area, white-matter connectivity, and
sulcal morphology (Shadrin et al. 2021; Zhao et al. 2021; Brouwer
et al. 2022). In parallel, the fields of ancient DNA and comparative
primate genomics have been generating considerable amounts
of genomic and functional data, which highlight regions of
the genome that may have been important in human evolu-
tion. Availability of multiple high-quality Neandertal genomes
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(Prüfer et al. 2014; Prüfer et al. 2017; Mafessoni et al. 2020) led to
the identification of Neandertal introgressed alleles in present-
day humans as a result of the admixture events from ∼50,000 to
60,000 years ago (Vernot and Akey 2014). This enabled genomic
annotations not only of Neandertal introgressed fragments but
also of regions that are significantly depleted of Neandertal
ancestry, archaic deserts, in present-day humans (Vernot et al.
2016). On the other hand, comparing histone modification profiles
of fetal human, macaque and mouse brain tissues revealed
regions of the genome that are active solely in the fetal human
brain, referred to as human-gained enhancers (HGEs), with potential
relevance within the last ∼30 million years of evolution along the
lineage that led to Homo sapiens (Reilly et al. 2015).

Initial work by Lemaitre et al. (2023) investigated the evolu-
tion of sulcal opening and depth using summary statistics from
18,000 individuals of European ancestry from UK Biobank, in com-
bination with evolutionary annotations of the human genome
compiled by Tilot et al. (2021). While they found significant SNP-
heritability enrichment for fetal brain HGEs in left and right
calloso-marginal posterior fissures and the right central sulcus,
their approach also showed a number of significant partitioned
SNP-heritability estimates that had a negative sign, a pattern of
findings that is biologically implausible. They highlighted that
these might reflect limitations of the study related to (i) low
SNP proportions covered by evolutionary annotations relative to
the reference panel and (ii) the sample size of the early UK
Biobank neuroimaging data release (Bycroft et al. 2018), which was
relatively modest for contemporary GWAS efforts. In this study,
we adopted an improved analytic pipeline to address these limita-
tions by using three newly curated evolutionary annotations with
sufficient SNP coverage (Alagöz et al. 2022), two additional sulcal
morphology measures that were not investigated by Lemaitre
et al. (2023) (sulcal length and surface area), and an even larger
sample size.

Here, we made use of results from the latest genome and
exome wide association study on regional sulcal morphology in
around 26,530 individuals in UK Biobank, which incorporated
four regional shape parameters (length, mean depth, surface
area, and width) from each sulcus, comprising in total 450 sul-
cal parameters across 58 sulci (Sun et al. 2022). We integrated
the summary statistics of this study with an enhanced set of
evolutionary annotations, and split our analytic pipeline into
two parallel streams: (i) a hypothesis-based targeted study of
four sulci with high evolutionary relevance based on prior lit-
erature and (ii) a hypothesis-generating exploratory study of 45
sulci, with both streamlines focusing on regional hemispheric
sulcal anatomy measures [see Figure S1 for an overview of the
trait selection workflow]. For the targeted study, we hypothe-
sized that the common genetic variation underlying present-
day anatomic variation in these sulci would be enriched in fetal
brain HGEs, as the sulci are phenotypically divergent between
humans and Old World monkeys (OWMs). In addition, given the
variable organization of such sulci across apes, we might expect
enrichment or depletion signals in evolutionary annotations that
tag more recent timescales, such as those related to Neandertal
ancestry.

The four sulci of interest in our targeted approach (the central
sulcus, the paracentral sulcus, the parieto-occipital sulcus, and
the superior temporal sulcus), are important and relevant for
human brain evolution for a number of reasons. The central
sulcus was shown to exhibit changes in surface area, and in
its folding pattern, particularly during the evolution of OWMs
by a comparative study using magnetic resonance imaging of

OWM, apes, and humans (Patel et al. 2019). The paracentral sulcus
(Amiez et al. 2019), the parieto-occipital sulcus (Hopkins et al.
2014), and the superior temporal sulcus (Bruner 2018) show the
most marked morphological changes when comparing OWMs to
apes and humans. For the targeted approach, we aimed to exploit
all four available sulcal shape descriptors and identified signif-
icant SNP-heritability enrichment signals in HGEs for the width
of both the right and left central sulcus, extending prior right-
hemispheric findings (Sun et al. 2022). The exploratory stream
involved analyses of 45 sulci and revealed that common genetic
variants associated with the right hemisphere olfactory sulcus
depth are significantly enriched in HGE elements. We also dis-
covered a set of genetic variants associated with the right orbital
sulcus depth that fall into two human accelerated region (HAR)
elements. Overall, we demonstrate that combining neuroimaging
genetics with heritability-based post-GWAS evolutionary analyses
can shed light on aspects of human brain evolution by identifying
links between brain structures and evolutionary annotations of
the human genome and highlighting genes of particular interest
for future experimental follow-up.

Materials and methods
GWAS summary statistics
Sulcal morphology GWASs were performed by Sun et al. (2022)
using a recent release of the UK Biobank brain imaging and
genotype data set (n = 26,530). Specifically, 62 sulcal folding traits
per brain hemisphere and four sulcal shape descriptors were
examined, resulting in 450 sulcal parameter phenotypes after
excluding shape descriptors with >75% missingness, including 58
sulci and four sulcal shape parameters. The brain imaging dataset
contains reliable quantifications of four sulcal shape descriptors:
sulcal depth, length, width, and surface area, each representing a
different aspect of sulcal morphology. Imaging phenotypes were
inverse-rank-normalized in order to approximate a standard nor-
mal distribution and minimize outlier effects. The total sample
of 40,169 individuals was split into discovery (NDiscovery = 26,530)
and replication (NReplication = 13,639) cohorts, with the discovery
cohort including data from only European ancestry individuals
and the replication cohort including admixed ancestries, which
would likely confound any heritability-based evolutionary analy-
ses (Browning and Browning 2011). Sample sizes differed depend-
ing on the specific sulcal parameters and are listed in Tables S2
and S3. The online browser for GWAS summary statistics is pub-
licly available at https://enigma-brain.org/sulci-browser [see Sun
et al. (2022) for details].

SNP-heritability thresholding
We performed univariate linkage-disequilibrium score regression
(LDSC; Bulik-Sullivan et al. 2015) to estimate total SNP-heritability
of 450 sulcal parameters obtained from Sun et al. (2022) GWAS
summary statistics to optimize our partitioned heritability anal-
ysis. We then filtered sulcal parameters based on these SNP-
heritability estimates using R (v4.0.3), prior to performing LDSC
partitioned heritability analysis. Our filtering process consisted of
two stages: (i) exclusion of traits with SNP-heritability < 10% and
(ii) exclusion of traits with non-significant (αBonferroni = 0.05/163)
SNP-heritability estimates. We performed the significance test
by generating the cumulative probability distribution of the total
SNP-heritability estimates of 163 preselected sulcal parameters,
using the p.norm function of R-base (v4.0.3), yielding 153 sulcal
parameters with significant SNP-heritability estimates for the
subsequent partitioned heritability analysis.
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Estimating number of independent
neuroimaging traits
For the targeted and exploratory analysis streams, we reduced the
multiple-testing burden by considering the genetic correlations
across investigated traits. We used spectral decomposition of
matrices (SpD) implemented in the R package PhenoSpD (Zheng
et al. 2018) to estimate the effective number of independent vari-
ables (VeffLi). This resulted in 9.48 and 73.59 independent traits
for the targeted and exploratory analysis subsets, respectively.

Partitioned heritability analysis
Contributions of evolutionary annotations to the total SNP-
heritability of each sulcal morphology measure were computed
using the LDSC partitioned heritability tool (Finucane et al. 2015),
following the guideline and tutorials in the LDSC Github Wiki web-
site (https://github.com/bulik/ldsc/wiki/PartitionedHeritability).
We exploited three evolutionary annotations prepared by Alagöz
et al. (2022), with increased SNP-coverage ratios covering at least
1% of the SNPs in the 1000 Genomes reference panel (Auton et al.
2015) (HapMap3 SNPs, the MHC region SNPs were excluded):
fetal brain HGEs (Reilly et al. 2015), Neandertal introgressed
alleles (Vernot and Akey 2014), and archaic deserts (Vernot
et al. 2016). All annotations were controlled for the baselineLD
v2.2 model provided by the Alkes Price group, whereas the
fetal brain HGE annotation was additionally controlled for the
active regulatory elements from the Roadmap Epigenomics
Consortium database (Ernst and Kellis 2012). The fetal brain
HGE annotation covers the enhancer elements that are active
in human fetal cortical brain tissue at 7th, 8.5th and 12th post-
conception weeks, while inactive in macaque and mouse brains
during the corresponding developmental stages. The Neandertal
introgression annotation is a list of SNPs including the genomic
coordinates of the introgressed SNPs, and their “LD-friends”
[SNPs that are in perfect LD (r2 = 1) with the introgressed allele].
The archaic deserts annotation encompasses large stretches
of the genome that are significantly depleted for Neandertal
introgressed alleles. These deserts were identified by Vernot et al.
(2016) by using a sliding window approach, which detects regions
that are 10 Mb or larger and significantly depleted of Neandertal
DNA in various populations including Europeans, Asians, and
Melanesians (average introgression percent per region < 10–3.5,
see Vernot et al. (2016) for details).

Functional and evolutionary annotation of GWAS
loci
For left hemisphere central sulcus width, we performed a quali-
tative analysis to identify overlaps between fetal brain HGE ele-
ments and genome-wide significant (P < 5 × 10−8) loci (r2 > 0.6),
which we identified using the clump function of PLINK (Purcell
et al. 2007). After detecting the genome-wide significant SNPs
associated with width of the left central sulcus that fall into the
fetal brain HGE annotation, we focused on an example region
harboring a GWAS hit, an HGE element, and ZIC4/ZIC1 genes. We
used the SNP2GENE function of Functional Mapping and Annota-
tion of Genome-Wide Association Studies (FUMA, version 1.3.6a,
Watanabe et al. 2017) to assess the chromatin interaction profile
of the ZIC4 locus with data from fetal and adult brain samples
(Schmitt et al. 2016; Giusti et al. 2019). We investigated the cis-
expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) properties of the GWAS
hit lead SNP using the MetaBrain brain tissue gene expression
database (Marzke 1997). For the comparative genomic analysis, we
derived the Neandertal and Denisovan allelic states for our SNP

of interest using the publicly available ancient genotype dataset
from the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology
(cdna.eva.mpg.de/neandertal/) and used the Ensembl phyloge-
netic context server (Howe et al. 2021) to fetch the allelic states of
nonhuman primates. We performed an overlap analysis between
genome-wide significant loci (SNPs with P < 5 × 10−8 and SNPs
that are in LD r2 > 0.6 with such SNPs) associated with any sulcal
parameter and HARs by using PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007) and
the findOverlaps function from the GenomicRanges R package
(Lawrence et al. 2013). Overlapping loci were visually inspected
in more detail by making LocusZoom plots (Pruim et al. 2010),
and the exact SNPs that fall into HAR elements were extracted
from the summary statistics. Gene expression trajectories of ZIC1
and ZIC4 in anterior cingulate cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cor-
tex, inferolateral temporal cortex, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex,
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, occipital neocortex, orbital frontal
cortex, posterior superior temporal cortex, parietal neocortex,
posteroventral parietal cortex, primary auditory cortex, primary
visual cortex, primary somatosensory cortex, temporal neocor-
tex, and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex were extracted from the
BrainSpan Atlas of the Developing Human Brain dataset (Kundaje
et al. 2015), which comprises gene expression data of a period from
the 8th post-conception week up to 40 years of age.

Results
SNP-heritability estimation and establishment of
the targeted and exploratory analytic streams
We used publicly available sulcal morphology GWAS summary
statistics (UK Biobank, n = 26,530) of 450 sulcal parameters [see
Sun et al. (2022) for the details]. These GWASs were performed on
58 sulci across brain hemispheres and four sulcal shape descrip-
tors (mean depth, surface area, width, length). We estimated
the total SNP heritability of each sulcal parameter using uni-
variate LDSC (Bulik-Sullivan et al. 2015) and showed that the
SNP-heritability estimates varied across sulci and sulcal shape
descriptors ranging between 0.07% and 31%, with a median SNP-
heritability of 7% (SE = 0.03) (Fig. 1A, Table S1).

Given the importance of trait heritability for obtaining statis-
tically reliable partitioned heritability estimates (Finucane et al.
2015), we optimized our analytic pipeline for the subsequent par-
titioned heritability analysis (i.e. to minimize negative partitioned
heritability estimates, reduce the standard errors, and minimize
the multiple-testing burden). For this purpose, we applied a two-
step heritability-based filtering, before performing any enrich-
ment tests. We first filtered out traits with a SNP-heritability
estimate of less than 10% (Tashman et al. 2021) and obtained
163 sulcal parameters (52 sulci, four sulcal shape descriptors)
(Fig. 1A). Secondly, we excluded any trait for which the SNP-
heritability estimate did not meet significance (αBonferroni = 0.05/163,
significance test against zero), yielding 153 sulcal parameters (49
sulci, four sulcal shape descriptors) (Fig. 1B). These traits were
used to curate two subsets for our targeted and exploratory anal-
ysis streams. For the targeted analysis, we included the central
sulcus, the paracentral sulcus, the parieto-occipital sulcus, and
the superior temporal sulcus and three sulcal shape descriptors.
These criteria yielded, across the two hemispheres, a total of 14
sulcal parameters with sufficient SNP-heritability (range: 12%
to 31%, four sulci, three remaining sulcal shape descriptors)
(Table S2). Importantly, none of the sulcal length parameters
survived our heritability thresholding for the targeted trait
selection. For the exploratory stream, we did not preselect any
sulci and included all four shape descriptors again. Consequently,
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Fig. 1. Univariate SNP-heritability estimates and heritability-based filtering of sulcal parameters. A) Total SNP-heritabilities of the 450 sulcal parameters
estimated using the GWAS summary statistics from Sun et al. (2022). The mean total SNP-heritability estimates varied across sulcal shape descriptors.
Traits with >10% heritability were kept for the second step of filtering. The dashed line indicates the 10% cut-off. Traits that are kept for subsequent
filtering are highlighted in green (to the right of the dashed line); filtered ones are depicted in gray (to the left of the dashed line). B) −log10(P-values)
reflecting SNP-heritability significance of each sulcal parameter. The dashed line indicates the significance threshold [−log10(0.05/163)]. Traits that are
kept for partitioned heritability analysis are highlighted in green (above the dashed line); filtered ones are depicted in gray (below the dashed line).

139 sulcal parameters with sufficient SNP-heritability estimates
were identified for the exploratory analysis stream (range: 10% to
28%, 45 sulci, four sulcal shape descriptors) (Table S3).

As shown by Sun et al. (2022), some of the sulcal parameters
are phenotypically and genetically correlated across and within
brain hemispheres. Hence, we estimated the effective number
of independent traits within targeted and exploratory stream
subsets using PhenoSpD (v1.0.0, Zheng et al. 2018) and two genetic
correlation matrices of 14 and 139 sulcal traits, which identi-
fied 9 and 74 independent variables, respectively. The number of
independent variables was subsequently used for multiple testing
correction.

Central sulcus width–associated genetic variants
are enriched in fetal brain HGEs
In the targeted study, we performed LDSC-based partitioned
heritability (Finucane et al. 2015) analysis of the 14 preselected
sulcal parameter GWAS summary statistics from UK Biobank
(n = 26,530) (Sun et al. 2022) that showed sufficient heritability
estimates (according to filtering criteria described above),
with a median of 16% (Table S2). For each of these sulcal
parameters, we tested SNP-heritability enrichment/depletion in
three evolutionary annotations covering different evolutionary
timescales: fetal brain HGEs, Neandertal introgressed alleles, and
archaic deserts. After false discovery rate (FDR) correction for
nine independent sulcal parameters, we identified significant
SNP-heritability enrichments in fetal brain HGEs for the width
of left and right central sulci [left: Enrichment(SE) = 7.75(2.52),
PFDR = 0.04, right: Enrichment(SE) = 7.57(2.44), PFDR = 0.04] (Fig. 2,
Table S4), as well as right parieto-occipital sulcus surface area
[Enrichment(SE) = 13.03(3.86), PFDR = 0.01] and right superior
temporal sulcus width [Enrichment(SE) = 5.66(1.94), PFDR = 0.04]
(Fig. 2, Table S4). No other significant positive enrichments or
depletions were found in Neandertal introgressed alleles and
archaic deserts annotations for the remaining sulcal parameters
in our targeted analysis (Tables S5 and S6).

In addition to the three evolutionary annotations tested
here, we estimated SNP-heritability enrichment in fetal brain

active regulatory elements to see whether the SNP-heritability
enrichment signals in fetal brain HGEs are a common property of
brain active regulatory annotations. Interestingly, left [Enrich-
ment(SE) = 9.02(2.88), PFDR = 0.01] and right [Enrichment(SE) =
12.83(3.89), PFDR = 0.0002] superior temporal sulcus mean depth
yielded significant SNP-heritability enrichment in fetal brain
active regulatory elements (Table S7), yet these sulcal parameters
do not overlap with the ones for which we identified significant
enrichment in fetal brain HGE analysis.

Right hemisphere olfactory sulcus width
SNP-heritability is enriched in fetal brain HGEs
For the exploratory stream, we widened the scope of our analysis
to examine sulcal morphology across the whole brain. We tested
the 139 sulcal trait GWAS summary statistics from UK Biobank
(n = 26,530; Sun et al. 2022) with a median SNP-heritability
estimate of 15% (SE = 0.03) for SNP-heritability enrichment and
depletion in the same three evolutionary annotations as the
targeted approach. After FDR correction for 74 independent sulcal
parameters, we identified a significant heritability enrichment in
fetal brain HGEs for the mean depth of the right olfactory sulcus
[Enrichment(SE) = 11.26(2.91), PFDR = 0.02] (Fig. 3, Table S7). We also
identified significant SNP-heritability depletions in the archaic
deserts for the width measures of five sulcal parameters: The left
internal frontal sulcus [Enrichment(SE) = 0.11(0.25), PFDR = 0.03],
the left inferior frontal sulcus [Enrichment(SE) = 0.07(0.32),
PFDR = 0.04], the left posterior inferior temporal sulcus [Enrich-
ment(SE) = 0.13(0.30), PFDR = 0.04], as well as the right insula
[Enrichment(SE) = 0.28(0.24), PFDR = 0.04], and the right posterior
terminal ascending branch of the superior temporal sulcus
[Enrichment(SE) = 0.14(0.29), PFDR = 0.04] (Fig. 3, Table S8). We did
not detect any significant positive enrichment or depletion signals
for the Neandertal introgressed alleles annotation (Table S9).

We then estimated SNP-heritability enrichment in fetal brain
active regulatory elements to see whether SNP-heritability enrich-
ment in fetal brain HGEs is a common property of brain active reg-
ulatory regions. We identified six sulcal parameters with signifi-
cant SNP-heritability enrichment in fetal brain active regulatory
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Fig. 2. Three-dimensional visualization of brain sulcal structure and SNP-heritability enrichment/depletion levels in fetal brain HGEs (covering active
enhancer elements at 7th, 8.5th, and 12th pcw) for the targeted sulci in each hemisphere. Non-significant results for targeted sulci are shown in dark
gray and other sulci in light gray.

elements (Table S11). There are not any parameters that overlap
with the ones identified from fetal brain HGE analysis.

Left central sulcus width–associated variants
overlap with an HGE colocalized with ZIC4 and
ZIC1 genes
Finally, we aimed to pin down putative loci and genes implicated
in the evolution of human sulcal organization by evaluating the
links among sulcal morphology–associated common genetic vari-
ation, HGEs, and chromatin interaction patterns in fetal human
brain tissue. Given the importance of the central sulcus in manual
motor skills and dexterity, which are critical human adaptations
(Marzke 1997; Tocheri et al. 2008), and the fact that it yielded two
robust significant SNP-heritability enrichment signals (Table S4),
we followed up with evolutionary and functional annotations of
the common genetic variants associated with this sulcus. Out of
11 independent genome-wide significant (P < 5 × 10−8) loci (blocks
of LD covering lead SNPs and adjacent SNPs in linkage disequi-
librium, r2 > 0.6) associated with left central sulcus width, we
detected five LD blocks that overlap with fetal brain HGE elements
(Table S10). Intriguingly, one of these five loci is tagged by the inde-
pendent genome-wide significant SNP rs884370 [P = 1.39 × 10−8,
Beta(SE) = −0.05(0.009)], which is located in a fetal brain HGE
element adjacent to the ZIC4 gene (chr3:147,101,875-147,103,850)
(Fig. 4A). We further annotated the locus using the chromatin
interaction data from fetal brain tissue to test the regulatory
relevance of this enhancer element and the SNP rs884370. FUMA
functional annotation (Watanabe et al. 2017) revealed that the
HGE element interacts with the promoter regions of ZIC4 and ZIC1
(Fig. 4A).

We further scrutinized the regulatory and evolutionary
relevance of the SNP rs884370 by leveraging the MetaBrain eQTL
dataset (de Klein et al. 2023), a publicly available ancient DNA
genotype dataset, and non-human primate genome assemblies.
Our analyses revealed that rs884370 is annotated as a cis-
eQTL of ZIC4 [P = 5.81 × 10−14, Beta(SE) = 0.23(0.03)] and ZIC1
[P = 1.55 × 10−14, Beta(SE) = 0.23(0.03)] in adult brain tissue (Fig. 4B,
Table S11). The assessed (alternative) allele of rs884370 (T) is
associated with increased expression of both ZIC4 and ZIC1 in
adult brain tissue, as well as with increased width of the left
hemisphere central sulcus (Fig. 4B). To understand the role of
ZIC1 and ZIC4 in human brain development, we extracted the
gene expression profiles of these genes in cortical regions over
a large time period from 8th post-conception weeks (pcw) up
to adulthood by using the BrainSpan dataset (Kundaje et al.
2015, Fig. S3). ZIC1 expression in the prenatal cortex peaks at
early stages of brain development around 8–10 pcw, descends
to lower levels at 19–24 pcw. Interestingly, the ZIC1 expression
averaged across 15 cortical regions and 11 developmental
periods is higher than ZIC4 expression for all time points from
development to adulthood (ZIC1RPKM = 2.96, ZIC4RPKM = 0.40). Our
comparative genomics analysis reveals that the trait-increasing
allele (T) is a hominin-derived allele. We detect the same
polymorphism at the site in the available ancient DNA data
from Neandertals and Denisovans (Fig. 4C). Finally, we used
The Human Genome Dating Atlas (HGD, Albers and McVean
2020) to estimate the age of the rs884370 polymorphism. HGD
estimates that it is 54,171 generations old (95% confidence
interval), corresponding to ∼1.35 mya assuming 25 years per
generation.
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Fig. 3. Three-dimensional visualization of brain sulcal structure and SNP-heritability enrichment/depletion levels in fetal brain HGEs and archaic deserts
for the sulci analyzed in the exploratory analysis stream. Non-significant results for targeted sulci are shown in dark gray and other sulci in light gray.

Finally, we performed another overlap analysis between tar-
geted and exploratory stream sulcal traits and HARs, representing
an evolutionary annotation that we could not investigate using
partitioned heritability due to its relatively small SNP coverage.
Hence, we extracted the list of genome-wide significant loci (SNPs
with P < 5 × 10−8 and SNPs that are in LD r2 > 0.6, comprising 136
loci in targeted and 481 loci in exploratory stream) from the GWAS
summary statistics of the targeted and exploratory stream sulcal
traits. We discovered four SNPs overlapping with two adjacent
HAR elements (Fig. S2 and Table S14).

Discussion
We exploited summary statistics of a large-scale genome-wide
scan for regional bilateral sulcal anatomy measures by Sun et al.
(2022), which leveraged a dataset encompassing structural brain
MRI and genotype information from over 26,530 individuals. We
investigated the links between genetic variation underlying vari-
ability in sulcal organization and the marks that various evolu-
tionary events have left in our genomes during human evolution.
This noninvasive neuroimaging genetics strategy allowed us to
reveal aspects of brain evolution by investigating the standing
genomic and neuroanatomical variation in present-day humans,
which has been largely unexplored by prior comparative primate
neuroanatomical and neuronal model–based experimental work.
Our study has three main advantages compared to prior simi-
lar studies: (1) larger sample size yielding higher power, (2) two
previously unexplored sulcal measures (surface area and length),
and (3) three enhanced evolutionary annotations of suitable SNP
coverage.

Our targeted approach tested 14 evolutionarily relevant sulcal
measures and three annotations for SNP-heritability enrichmen-
t/depletion, but note that we could not predict whether to expect
an enrichment or depletion signal in the Neandertal ancestry–
related annotations, since the sulcal anatomy of Neandertals is
largely unknown, due to absence of fossilized brain tissue. Our
partitioned heritability analysis revealed significant enrichment
signals in fetal brain HGEs for left and right hemispheric central
sulcus width, which overlap with the findings of Lemaitre et al.
(2023) showing right central sulcus heritability enrichment in
fetal brain HGEs active in 7th pcw. The central sulcus divides
pre- and postcentral gyri, and the precentral gyrus is involved
in motor-hand control in a contralateral manner (Hopkins et al.
2014). The morphological differentiation of this sulcus among
primates does not show a lateralized pattern (Hopkins et al.
2014), which is in line with our robust enrichment findings for
both hemispheres. We believe that the larger sample size of
the current study (n = 26,530) and the fact that our enhanced
fetal brain HGE annotation covers a wider neurodevelopmental
window of the fetal brain, as well as encompassing more SNPs,
enabled us to identify a global (i.e. bilateral) enrichment signal
for the central sulcus, as opposed to the right-hemispheric
finding of Lemaitre et al. (2023). Significant enrichment signals
for the left and right calloso-marginal posterior fissure in the
aforementioned study are absent in our results, possibly because
our fetal brain HGE annotation minimizes the false-positive
enrichment estimates. The significant heritability enrichment
for the surface area of right parieto-occipital in fetal brain
HGEs further supports our central sulcus finding, as this sulcus
separates parietal and occipital cortex (Bruner 2018) regions
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Fig. 4. Functional-evolutionary annotation of the locus around rs884370, which is associated with the width of the left-hemisphere central sulcus.
A) The LocusZoom plot obtained by FUMA shows SNPs with genome-wide significant association (P < 5 × 10−8). The fetal brain HGE element that overlaps
with rs884370 is shown as a light green bar. Colors represent linkage disequilibrium with the lead SNP rs884370. The chromatin interaction profile of
the locus demonstrates the overlap between the HGE element and the interaction region. hg19 coordinates are shown. B) cis-eQTL plot of rs884370,
showing the impact of this SNP on ZIC4 and ZIC1 expression in adult brain tissue for the T allele. Error bars represent the standard error. C) Derived and
ancestral allelic states for rs884370 are shown for H. sapiens, Neandertals, Denisovans, and five nonhuman primates. Color coding indicates the derived
and ancestral states.

hypothesized to show human specialization for body–tool
coordination (Hutchison et al. 2015; Sulpizio et al. 2016).
Additionally, we identified significant heritability enrichment in
fetal brain HGEs for the width of the superior temporal sulcus,
which is known for its involvement in social perception and
cognition and deemed to have a key role in the convergence
of spoken and written language (Deen et al. 2015; Wilson et al.
2018). Interestingly, this enrichment was detected in the right
hemisphere, which might highlight the prominent rightward
asymmetries in the central regions of the superior temporal
sulcus, with particular differences in depth across hemispheres,
which are less pronounced in chimpanzees (Leroy et al. 2015;
Hopkins et al. 2023). Importantly, none of these enrichment
signals were evident in our control analysis with the fetal brain
active regulatory elements annotation, indicating that the relative
contribution of genetic variants in fetal brain HGEs to sulcal
morphology formation is not a general property of human brain
enhancers. Altogether, the enrichment signals in fetal brain
HGEs for the entirety of the central sulcus, the right parieto-
occipital sulcus, and the superior temporal sulcus may indicate
the involvement of human-gained gene regulatory elements in
the evolution of human hand dexterity, social cognition, and
speech. Here, we note that in addition to the four sulci that we
tested, there are other sulci that are relevant for human brain

evolution. For example, paracingulate sulcus, the intralimbic
sulcus, anterior and posterior vertical paracingulate sulcus, and
dorso- and ventromedial-polar sulci were associated with the
expansion of the medial frontal cortex in humans compared
to chimpanzees (Amiez et al. 2021). However, these sulci were
not part of the sulcus atlas used by Sun et al. (2022) and
therefore could not be included in our targeted approach. In
summary, the targeted analysis stream identified significant
heritability enrichment signals in fetal brain HGEs for four
sulcal parameters across brain hemispheres, showing HGEs
play a substantial role in the formation and evolution of these
particular sulci.

The exploratory analysis on the remaining 139 sulcal param-
eters revealed a robust significant heritability enrichment signal
in the HGEs for the depth of the right olfactory sulcus. The
olfactory sulcus divides the medial orbitofrontal gyrus and the
rectus gyrus, harboring the olfactory bulb and tract (Zang et al.
2020), suggesting a close link between the anatomies of the
olfactory sulcus and the bulb. Reduced olfactory sulcus depth
has been linked to congenital anosmia, which is a disorder
identified by the inability of smell (Huart et al. 2011). On the
other hand, it has been reported in the primate comparative
neuroanatomy literature that a reduction in olfactory bulb
size was followed by a shift toward visual system reliance,
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evolving independently in OWMs and apes (Gonzales et al.
2015). This is in line with our enrichment finding in fetal brain
HGEs for the right olfactory sulcus, suggesting involvement of
human-gained regulatory regions in the evolution of human
olfactory structure. The fact that we detect this signal only for
the right hemispheric olfactory sulcus is difficult to interpret.
The right olfactory sulcus has been reported to be deeper
compared to the left, showing an anatomic lateralization for
this sulcus. Intriguingly, olfactory regions have been shown to
be functionally lateralized as well, with the left hemisphere
being involved in emotional processing of odors and the right
side in the process of recognition memory (Royet and Plailly
2004). Combining our heritability enrichment finding for the right
hemisphere olfactory sulcus with the anatomical and functional
lateralization of this sulcus suggests involvement of HGEs in
odor-based recognition memory differences between humans
and OWMs.

Interpretation of the heritability depletion in archaic deserts
for the width of left hemisphere internal frontal sulcus, inferior
frontal sulcus, and posterior inferior temporal sulcus, as well
as for the width of right hemisphere insula and the posterior
terminal ascending branch of superior temporal sulcus, is more
speculative. Heritability depletion in archaic deserts might
indicate that these genomic regions lack genes and regulatory
elements involved in the aspects of fetal brain development that
shape this particular sulcal structure. In line with our results,
Alagöz et al. (2022) reported significant heritability depletion
in archaic deserts for surface area of the left pars opercularis,
which is topologically in close proximity to both the internal
frontal sulcus and inferior frontal sulcus and is associated with
speech processing, articulation, and phonological processing
(Price 2012).

Finally, we focused on an example locus to show the intricate
links between common genetic variants associated with sulcal
morphology, functional context, and their evolutionary past. We
chose a genome-wide significant locus (P < 5 × 10−8) on chromo-
some 3 that is associated with the left hemisphere central sulcus
width, tagged by the lead SNP rs884370. Our analysis showed
that the rs884370 is located within a fetal brain HGE element
near ZIC4 and regulates the neural expression of ZIC1 and ZIC4,
which are adjacent paralogue genes known to be involved in
neurogenesis (Grinberg et al. 2004). Our gene expression tra-
jectory look-ups in the BrainSpan dataset (Kundaje et al. 2015)
showed that both genes are expressed at varying levels in pre-
and postnatal human cortex, with ZIC1 expression surpassing
ZIC4 expression at all developmental stages and adulthood, which
may suggest a more important role for ZIC1 in neurodevelopment
and formation of human sulcal anatomy. We further demonstrate
that the ZIC4 promoter region interacts with this HGE element,
providing evidence for the involvement of HGEs in the evolution of
neurodevelopment through differential regulation of ZIC4 across
primates. A previous study (Alagöz et al. 2022) identified common
genetic variants associated with the surface area of the left-
hemisphere pars triangularis, a cortical region involved in speech
and language, located in the same fetal brain HGE element that
is an eQTL for ZIC4 expression in human cortical tissue. The
findings here converge with this previous finding, showing that
the standing genetic variation on HGE elements impacts various
aspects of human cortical anatomy from surface area to sulcal
morphology. In the exploratory stream of the study, we did not
identify significant heritability enrichments or depletions within
Neandertal introgressed alleles for any sulcal traits. The absence
of such signals may indicate that the common genetic variants

associated with sulcal organization do not concentrate at or are
diminished from the Neandertal introgressed regions. This is con-
sistent with larger neuroanatomical differences across primates,
rather than between H. sapiens and Neandertals. Our comparative
genomic findings for rs884370 further support this by showing
that this polymorphism is shared across present-day humans,
Neandertals, and Denisovans, but is not identified in nonhuman
primates. Overlap analysis between HARs and GWAS signals from
our targeted and exploratory analysis streams yielded four SNPs
associated with right orbital sulcus located in two adjacent HAR
elements. The same HAR elements were previously found to be
associated with right lateral orbitofrontal cortex surface area
(Alagöz et al. 2022), which, together with our findings, might
suggest a putative role for these two HAR elements in the evo-
lution of right orbitofrontal cortex arealization and gyrification.
Yet, we note that the overlap analysis is a qualitative method,
which is useful for discovering genes and loci of interest for future
experimental investigations.

Our study has a number of limitations. First, the comparative
neuroanatomy field has investigated sulcal structures at various
levels, with higher priority on the sulci with clinical importance or
colocalization with cortical regions such as Broca’s area. Thus, the
breadth of prior information on sulcal anatomy is skewed toward
a small subset of sulci. This makes it challenging to formulate
testable hypotheses for the genetic and molecular evolution of
sulcal organization at a global level. Hence, we had to split our
analytic pipeline into targeted and exploratory branches, each
focusing on different sets of sulci with different levels of prior
available knowledge. Second, this work is based on GWAS sum-
mary statistics (Sun et al. 2022) derived from a European ancestry
population, hindering a full understanding of the link between
human genetic variation and phenotypic variability in sulcal
morphology. Third, even though we used the largest available
GWAS of sulcal morphology with data from 26,530 people, we
acknowledge that even larger sample sizes will be required to
capture all true positive heritability enrichment and depletion
signals in the tested annotations. Fourth, as with most large-
scale neuroimaging studies, the quality of the MRI-based sulcal
parameter estimates was not checked manually, due to practical
challenges of doing this across tens of thousands of individu-
als. Fifth, in addition to three evolutionary annotations of the
human genome that we tested here, there are other interest-
ing sets of genomic regions that would be relevant for studying
human brain evolution. However, as previously reported (Alagöz
et al. 2022), annotations often cover a relatively small percentage
of the SNPs available in population genetics reference panels,
which can lead to spurious enrichment/depletion signals and
significantly negative partitioned heritability estimates, beyond
biological plausibility. We thus preferred to adopt a more conser-
vative approach by using evolutionary annotations with at least
1% SNP coverage, to minimize significant negative heritability
estimates, and made no attempt to interpret such findings as they
are not biologically meaningful. Despite our efforts to minimize
such results, our analysis yielded a few significant negative her-
itability enrichment/depletion signals, which are not biologically
interpretable.

We believe that the ever-increasing sample sizes of neuroimag-
ing GWASs will boost the statistical power of heritability-based
evolutionary analyses, enabling more precise heritability enrich-
ment/depletion estimates. Methodological improvements in the
complex trait evolution field, which allow investigation of selec-
tion by making use of genotype and phenotype data at the indi-
vidual level (Stern et al. 2021), are likely to provide results that are
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complementary to heritability-based methods. Finally, the contin-
ued accumulation of ancient DNA data from extinct hominins, as
well as comparative genomics, epigenetics, and transcriptomics
data from living relatives of humans, will uncover new genomic
regions of interest, fueling the future of human brain evolution
research.

In summary, here we shed light on the complex links between
common genetic variants associated with various aspects of
human sulcal organization, and evolutionary annotations of the
human genome such as fetal brain HGEs, Neandertal introgressed
fragments, and archaic deserts. Our results showed a robust link
between interindividual variability in the morphology of five
sulcal structures and fetal brain HGEs, suggesting involvement
of enhancer elements gained on the human lineage over the last
∼30 million years in sulcal evolution of our species. Among all
fetal brain HGEs that shape our sulcal anatomy, a specific HGE
element adjacent to the ZIC1/ZIC4 locus overlaps with a strong
GWAS signal associated with variability in the width of the left-
hemisphere central sulcus. This overlap provides an important
concrete example of how enhancer elements that are gained over
the course of human evolution may help shape sulcal structures.
Our results demonstrate how integrating neuroimaging genetics
with evolutionary annotations of the human genome provides a
promising method for future human brain evolution studies by
filling the gap between gross anatomical and in vitro neuronal
model–based studies.
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